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JUSTDUST
Just Dust is an earth-walled house designed for the Ashanti
region of Ghana. The house is constructed with durable
materials which can be obtained locally, and assembled by
untrained workers. The cost has been kept low to enable anyone
to enjoy the benefits of a well-designed house.
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JUSTDUST | Responds to Context

• Combats Negative Stereotypes

JUSTDUST | Respnds to Context

traditional typology

climate

Just Dust is a continuation of the Ashanti earthen architectural tradition. It also conforms
to the courtyard typology, which is prevalent in traditional Ashanti architecture. Just Dust
reflects this cultural preference at many scales. The house itself is organized as two wings
facing a central courtyard. On a site-wide scale, the house and mango trees enclose a yard.
In addition, multiple units of Just Dust can be combined to form a large central courtyard.

The tropical climate of the Ashanti region necessitates the maximization of shade and
ventilation. Just Dust is a modified dogtrot design which, when oriented with prevailing
winds, increases the passive ventilation of the house. Operable windows in bedroom block
of the house are aligned to facilitate cross ventilation through the entire wing. Deep eaves
and mango trees shade the walls and habitable outdoor spaces.

• Responds to Context

Materials:
Roof Surface

• Adaptable

corrugated zinc sheet

Roof Support
2x2 lumber

Roof Trusses
plywood box beam + truss
Mango Trees

Mango Trees

Screen
bug net

Header
concrete

Walls
rammed earth

Window Frames
concrete
Lav

Bath

Bedroom 3

Floor

rammed earth sealed with
linseed oil

Foundation

Kitchen

Porch

Bedroom 2
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concrete

Firepit

flexibility/scalability
Dining/Living

The interior furnishings of Just Dust have been kept minimal to
allow for great internal flexibility. If fewer than three bedrooms are
needed, than one can be used as a studio, or extra living space. The
internal courtyard can by used for leisure, or can be a workspace
or even an outdoor kitchen. Just dust can be implemented as a
single family home, or multiple units can be arranged in a set. This
organizations creates a large central courtyard which can be used
for storage, recreation, or as a pen for small animals.

Bedroom 1

10’
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JUSTDUST | Combats Negative Stereotypes
intentional design

local materials/labor

The walls of Just Dust are rammed-earth; constructed from highly
compacted native earth stabilized with 18-20% concrete. This results in
greater strength and to resistance to erosion when compared to more
traditional building methods. The house is raised 18 inches above grade
to resist flooding, and is surrounded by a gravel drainage channel to

Colloquial architecture tends to be necessarily simplistic and pragmatic.
Most people do not have the time, resources, or need to carefully
consider the spatial organization of their home. Just Dust is intentionally
organized with clearly delineated public and private zones, and a solid
balance of easy circulation and security. Just Dust incorporates a clean

facilitate drainage of floodwater.

modern aesthetic without forsaking traditional materiality or typology.

Just Dust uses earth taken from the immediate site and the local
area to construct the rammed-earth walls and floor, and pressedearth brick perimeter. Although imported plywood is to construct
the formwork for the walls, it is reused to construct the roof trusses.
The construction methods are simple and can be executed by a
local workforce.

durability/quality

JUSTDUST | Responds to Context
cost

rammed-earth wall construction

plywood formwork

plywood box beam + truss web

The cost of Just Dust has been kept low to enable universal access
to durable, well-designed housing. The design minimizes use of
expensive imported materials like concrete an lumber, and relies on
local material and labor for much of the construction.

Foundation $2,260

Walls $1,284

Roof $1,160

Fittings $700

Miscellaneous $596

Concrete – $2,000
Sand - $60
Gravel - $200

Earth - $0
Concrete - $900
Plywood - $384

Zinc Roofing $1,000
Roof Supports $160

Composting Toilet - $400
Doors & Windows - $200
Sinks - $100

Plumbing - $200
Electrical - $200
Misc - $196

